
Elyzabeth Gorman 
I’m a writer and a research junkie with a focus on history and culture. I trained extensively in 

storytelling and theater, then honed those skills in New York’s competitive entertainment industry. I 

developed award-winning scripts as a writer, dramaturg, and director. I’ve adapted classic texts and 

written new plays. Others were built collaboratively, by experimenting with everyone’s ideas. Some were 

partnerships with a playwright, where I did the necessary historical research and helped clarify each 

draft produced. 

I enjoy developing interactive and immersive theater. It’s a thrilling creative challenge to develop story 

structures that branch based on audience choices and a joy to work so closely with an ensemble. I’ve 

been excited to see these interactive story principles apply within gaming and VR. 

I’m a native English speaker who speaks Spanish fluently, and I’m learning Dutch. I’m so entranced 

with Dutch history that I developed a tour based on Amsterdam’s hidden stories. I write about lesser-

known women in history and quirks of Amsterdam at ask-a-badass.com, which also hosts Badass Tours. 



Research – from historical manuscripts to news coverage to social media trends  

Script Development – scripts & events built within a team or as a solo writer 

Marketing – blog articles, attention-driving texts, brand copy, & social media 

Creative Project Management – communication, planning, & storyboarding 

Fundraising – personal letter appeals, grant proposals, & crowd-funding campaigns 

What I Do: 



Script Development 
Blue Man Group short films  
Ms. Oriental by Marisa Marquez 
Interactive Events 

The Day the Sky Turned Black by Ali Kennedy Scott 
 



I spent most of my time at Blue Man in story development for stage 
and film. Our writers rooms were a mix of playwrights, stand-ups, TV 
writers, and animators. We developed the projects with technical 
designers, musicians, producers, and creatives from film and TV. We all 
brought different tools and worked together to create pieces with the 
Blue Man spirit of playfulness and curiosity. 

5 shorts released on Nintendo 3DS 
https://vimeo.com/137582174 

3D footage designed and shot for Panasonic 
https://youtu.be/_NC7WLp2I5Y 
 



https://nbcnews.to/2GTTOaf 
(interview with me begins at 
0:14) 

When Marisa Marquez won the Jerome Foundation grant to develop a play about Asian-American 
women, she asked me to work with her. Her impulse was an Asian response to Top Girls, but she 
wasn’t sure what that would be. I set up lunches and dinners with Asian-American actresses where we 
candidly discussed their experiences. At the same time, I researched dozens of women from across 
Asian history and presented their stories to Marisa. As she wrote the script, we discussed character and 
structure. When it was farther along, I set up table reads and moderated the feedback. We continued 
to iterate on the script from its reading for Theater Mu to its production for Asian Women’s Giving 
Circle.  

https://nbcnews.to/2GFkbxa 
 



I’ve worked on pioneering pieces in New York’s burgeoning interactive and immersive 
scene. Below are two examples from opposite ends of the spectrum. 

Queen of the Night was an immersive and interactive 
nightclub spectacle that used circus, dance, and 
magic to serve a glorious feast for the senses. 
https://youtu.be/QkgS0LCzSSM 
 

Migration Nation was an immersive event about 
Filipino emigration. The audience explored a 
sprawling house, encountering thirty actors in 
various scenarios and relationships. 
https://vimeo.com/68337079 
 



Ali Kennedy Scott developed a one-woman 
show about the Black Saturday bushfires by 
repeated trips to the affected areas. She 
interviewed community members as they 
grieved and healed, as well the journalists who 
covered it and the psychologists studying the 
arsonists who set the fires. Her performances 
around Australia were emotionally received and 
her goal was to bring a sense of healing. I 
helped her adapt it for a New York audience 
that was completely unaware not only of the 
cultural references, but even the event itself. 
We worked together to weave scene-setting 
details into the text, minimize regional 
references, and specify characters which had 
been intentionally drawn broadly in the 
original to serve as projection boards for 
Australia’s grieving audiences. The final 
product retained the tone and depth of the 
haunting story but conveyed it effectively to an 
audience removed the original’s context. 



Creative Writing 
“Ask A Badass” advice column 

What Cannot Be Undone excerpt from historical novella  

Margaret I opening scene 



Dear Badass, 
 
How do I entertain myself in an airport? 
 
GROUNDED 
 
Dear Grounded, 
 
When I was eight years old, I was bricked into a room with an older woman named Jutta. This wasn’t some medieval 
torture, but a common religious practice. Women would volunteer to be irrevocably isolated from the world to bring them 
closer to God. As you might guess from my age, sometimes their families volunteered them. I was terrified and Jutta’s 
practice was querulous, as if she could bargain sainthood for her imprisoned life on earth. I would never have chosen what 
my mother chose for me. Yet, despite the imprisonment and Jutta’s cantankerous longing, God did see me. He blessed me 
with visions and music and poetry, some of which you can hear on YouTube now, a millennia later and an ocean away. 
 
What should you do at the airport? The same thing you should do anywhere. Read, create, learn. Find things that fire 
your curiosity and challenge your knowledge. Find joy in every second that is given to you, because it is a finite number no 
matter how large. Make good use of each one. 
 
HILDEGARD OF BINGEN 

www.ask-a-badass.com, a modern advice column answered by historical women, started as part of a social media 
campaign but has taken on a life of its own. I still post every Friday, though it’s now tied to historical tours. 



My eyes see only heavens swathed in black. Pain, of course, my body is enrapt by it, but it’s 
naught to do with me, nor I with it. The night grows deeper, as if the stars are sliding into 
an abyss. A shadow towers over me, dark against a darker infinity. As my spirit slips free of 
my body and slides into the wind, Macbeth’s mournful voice rasps “tomorrow and 
tomorrow and tomorrow” and is gone. The sound and fury becomes silence, at last. 
  
I was born in the massacre of my family, long years past. I had been in the world for eleven 
years before, but those memories belong to someone else, a little girl in a bard’s tale. That 
girl, the one who ran after her brothers and tried to convince her father to teach her to 
hunt, that girl died when the first fire arrows hit the outer buildings and her father shoved 
her into a stone-lined root cellar. A different creature emerged to find her family covered in 
blood, her eldest brother lying across the gash in her father’s stomach, as if to hold in his 
guts with his weight.  
  
My body is filled with fog and I am lost in it. Words reach me muffled beyond all meaning. 
Shadows around me vary from sharp to dull but never emerge into color. I watch the 
hands of old women guide mine to wash the bodies. My flesh is sodden and my fingers 
fumble so that the women wind the men into sheets while I gaze on. My brothers and 
father are left to the earth and I to my stillness. 
  

The opening of What Cannot Be Undone, a novella about 
medieval traumatic stress and Lady Macbeth: 



[MARGARET sits close to the fire, ELIZABETH prays in her 
convent, ELEANOR prowls her prison cell.]  

 
MARGARET 
Virgins and girls, mid-age and wrinkled eld, 
Women in our time play many parts. Though men 
Will bow and - when their hour upon the stage  
Is done - will go we know not where, within 
An empty room alone are women left. 
 
ELIZABETH 
Numbering our days like rosary beads,  
We meditate upon our sorrowful  
Mysteries by each prayerfilled decade. 
 
ELEANOR 
Without estate or wealth or home we search 
Our memories for reason, ourselves for peace.  

[Their questions overlap and movements start to align.] 
Why thought I to begin this path? What did  
I do or leave undone? How am I here? 
 

Below is the beginning of Margaret I. I wrote the iambic pentameter to mimic 
the feel of a  Shakespearean scene depicting the end of women’s lives, a time 
which most of the classics leave unexplored.  

ELIZABETH 
Cloister confined,  
 

ELEANOR 
   to cell condemned,  

 
MARGARET 

    by cold 
Charity claimed, all power passed with men. 

 
ELEANOR 

Husband,  
 

MARGARET 
  lover,  

 
ELIZABETH 

    son forever gone but 
We are left to long for sleep and live in grief.  



Non-Fiction 
“How to Navigate New York Like a Local” for Tiqets   

“The Sound of Silence” for Tiny Big Planet   

Crowdfunding Campaign for Margaret I 

Theater reviews for The Fab Marquee 

 



Tiqets is a tourism app whose brand is built on friendly, sassy delivery of travel knowledge. The blog’s 
goal is to drive traffic with city-specific articles that travelers are likely to share and repost. I pitched, 
researched, and wrote: https://blog.tiqets.com/en/blog/author/elyzabeth/ 

Most of the 8.5 million inhabitants of New York and the millions commuting in take trains, then walk the rest 
of the way. They move fast because they’ve got places to be and the sidewalks are crowded because there’s not 
enough sidewalk for everyone who needs it. Not for the workers, much less for the vacationers. Think of foot 
traffic in New York like car traffic everywhere else. You wouldn’t stop suddenly or veer around in your lane or 
change directions without looking while driving. Don’t do it walking around New York and you won’t get 
cursed out or covered in hot coffee. Probably.  

Read the rest at: https://blog.tiqets.com/en/blog/2017/08/07/how-to-navigate-new-york-like-a-local/ 



Tiny Big Planet is a travel site based on the little moments that happen when you are out of your 
comfort zone. It combines beautiful photography with microstories about traveling and living abroad. 
www.tinybigplanet.com 

In Dam Square, the King lays a wreath on the National Monument, joined by so many people that the crowd not 
only fills the five acre square but spills down all the streets connecting to it. The first things you notice are the 
noises. An unsilenced text alert. The calling of the gulls that circle the square. But a silence greater than the lack of 
sound soon smothers all other senses. After more than a decade of New York City, we’d thought Amsterdam was 
quiet. In these two minutes we learn what a silent Amsterdam actually is. Silence reverberates off the 
cobblestones. It rustles through the crowds. It echoes off the buildings, filling the spaces of the absent traffic 
murmur and whooshing trams. Finally, we hear something we’ve only heard once before, in an empty field in the 
mountains of Peru. In this city of seabirds, for the first time we hear the beating of their wings.   
 

From “The Sound of Silence” 



CAMPAIGN FOR MARGARET I  

Our challenge was to excite people about a new play 
set during a historical war. Our IndieGoGo campaign 
on social media, YouTube, and MailChimp used a 
mix of historical quotes and pop culture parallels, but 
wove in  call to action for people interested in fighting 
modern sexism. https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/margaret-i#/ 
 
Tumblr: Margaretthefirst    Twitter: AskABadass 
Facebook: MargarettheFirst    Instagram: Tygersheart 



My remit for the Fab Marquee was to write theater reviews that were not just personal opinion. Our 
goal was to discuss what the artists were trying to do, what their choices were based on, and whether 
they were successful. I wrote under the name Peyton Wise to separate my reviews from my other 
production work. http://thefabmarquee.blogspot.nl/search?q=peyton+wise 

... 
Absurdism, like many 20th century isms, has often been remembered only for its repudiation of conventional 
structure. Transit is so successful because the playwright and director create their own structure, rather than justify 
whimsy with ‘carte absurde’. Audiences may not know the play’s rules, but will feel that they and the actors are 
supported by them. The actors are not trying to justify outlandish choices with mania and the audience can trust 
that the end will not betray what’s gone before. In fact, this hidden structure is a theatrical metaphor for the 
bastard existentialism that prompted Absurdism. Pat and Sam follow a track laid out according to rules they don’t 
know, vacillating from rage to joy to fear and with a predetermined ending, while we struggle to connect any clues 
to a universal picture that includes us. 

-an excerpt from “Boxed In, by Project Oriented Productions” 


